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ABSTRACT
Objective We aimed to increase the understanding of the 
scaling of de- implementation strategies by identifying the 
determinants of the process and developing a determinant 
framework.
Design and methods This study has a mixed- methods 
design. First, we performed an integrative review to build 
a literature- based framework describing the determinants 
of the scaling of healthcare innovations and interventions. 
PubMed and EMBASE were searched for relevant studies 
from 1995 to December 2020. We systematically extracted 
the determinants of the scaling of interventions and 
developed a literature- based framework. Subsequently, 
this framework was discussed in four focus groups with 
national and international de- implementation experts. The 
literature- based framework was complemented by the 
findings of the focus group meetings and adapted for the 
scaling of de- implementation strategies.
Results The literature search resulted in 42 articles that 
discussed the determinants of the scaling of innovations 
and interventions. No articles described determinants 
specifically for de- implementation strategies. During the 
focus groups, all participants agreed on the relevance 
of the extracted determinants for the scaling of de- 
implementation strategies. The experts emphasised that 
while the determinants are relevant for various countries, 
the implications differ due to different contexts, cultures 
and histories. The analyses of the focus groups resulted 
in additional topics and determinants, namely, medical 
training, professional networks, interests of stakeholders, 
clinical guidelines and patients’ perspectives. The 
results of the focus group meetings were combined with 
the literature framework, which together formed the 
supporting the scaling of de- implementation strategies 
(SPREAD) framework. The SPREAD framework includes 
determinants from four domains: (1) scaling plan, (2) 
external context, (3) de- implementation strategy and (4) 
adopters.
Conclusions The SPREAD framework describes the 
determinants of the scaling of de- implementation 
strategies. These determinants are potential targets 
for various parties to facilitate the scaling of de- 
implementation strategies. Future research should validate 
these determinants of the scaling of de- implementation 
strategies.

INTRODUCTION
Low- value care (LVC) is either care that is not 
beneficial for patients or care for which the 
value does not offset the risk or cost given the 
available alternatives.1 LVC causes prevent-
able adverse events for patients and wastes 
limited resources.2–4 It has been estimated 
that 10%–25% of healthcare spending in 
the USA is related to LVC.5 6 Prevalence esti-
mations of inappropriate diagnostic testing 
range from 0.09% to 97.5%, indicating that 
the prevalence, along with the costs, highly 
depends on the type of care.7 Nevertheless, 
LVC is a pressing matter in healthcare systems 
and limits the capacity to provide high- value 
care.

LVC can be reduced through targeted 
strategies, also called de- implementation 
strategies.8 9 For example, the number of 
opioid prescriptions has been reduced 
by providing comparative feedback with 
persuading messaging and action planning, 
and the use of an electronic patient educa-
tion tool has reduced the number of inap-
propriate upper gastrointestinal endoscopies 
by 61%.10 11 In another study, the number of 
laboratory tests was reduced by 11% in four 
hospitals through a combination of strate-
gies, namely, appointing role models, data 

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
 ⇒ A mixed- methods approach was used to develop the 
framework, namely, a systematic analysis of recent 
literature and a subsequent critical review of de- 
implementation experts.

 ⇒ All participating experts have prior experience with 
the de- implementation of low- value care and a wide 
range of backgrounds, professions and nationalities.

 ⇒ The identified determinants are not empirically val-
idated for the scaling of de- implementation strate-
gies in this study.
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feedback, education for healthcare professionals, inten-
sified supervision of residents and changes in the order 
system, among others.12 There are many more effective 
de- implementation strategies; a recent overview reported 
that 196 out of 319 strategies (61%) significantly reduced 
the number of inappropriate drug prescriptions, while 
another review showed that 11 out of 16 strategies (69%) 
significantly reduced the number of low- value medical 
tests.13 14

To substantially increase the impact of such de- imple-
mentation strategies, the effective strategies should be 
scaled to other organisations and healthcare providers.15 
However, this rarely occurs spontaneously, and little is 
known about this process.16 17 This makes the scaling of 
these strategies challenging.

A commonly used theory is Rogers’ theory of diffu-
sion of innovations, which is also applied in health-
care settings.18–21 Any idea, practice or object that is 
perceived as new can be considered an innovation.18 The 
theory describes the spread of innovations from innova-
tors through early adopters, the early majority, the late 
majority and laggards. Factors affecting the diffusion of 
innovations are categorised into three main domains: 
perceptions of innovation, characteristics of potential 
adopters and contextual factors.18

It is unknown whether the determinants of scaling 
innovations also apply to the scaling of de- implementa-
tion strategies. The de- implementation of LVC can be 
considered innovative, as it aims to bring about change. 
However, de- implementation strategies are not equiv-
alent to innovations. An innovation acts on a different 
level than a de- implementation strategy. A healthcare 
innovation is an (evidence- based) intervention or care 
practice, while an implementation strategy is the method 
that enhances the adoption and implementation of the 
intervention.22 The strategy aims to change the behaviour 
of healthcare professionals and/or patients. Therefore, 
on one hand, scaling a de- implementation strategy is seen 
as spreading a method that aims to reduce LVC to other 
organisations and healthcare professionals. On the other 
hand, scaling a healthcare innovation is seen as spreading 
a care practice, such as an additional diagnostic test or 
new treatment option.

In addition, healthcare innovations provide new possi-
bilities, while de- implementation aims to discontinue the 
provision of a care practice.1 18 23 Consequently, de- imple-
mentation is complicated by psychological biases. People 
unconsciously tend to favour information that confirms 
their beliefs.24 This confirmation bias applies especially to 
de- implementation, since the process requires clinicians 
to abandon clinical practices they previously thought to 
be evidence based.24 25 The abandonment of care, even 
care with no additional value for the patient, could also 
be experienced as a loss. Therefore, loss aversion, that 
is, the tendency to avoid loss, affects de- implementation 
as well.8 In addition to these psychological aspects, there 
are also different barriers to de- implementation.26 For 
example, providing LVC can be lucrative for healthcare 

providers and organisations due to current financial 
models, such as fee- for- service payments.27 28 These differ-
ences between implementation and de- implementation 
result in a different focus regarding strategies.29 30

To enhance the de- implementation of LVC, several 
frameworks and models have been published.17 31–34 The 
main focus of these frameworks is either the process of 
de- implementation or the de- implementation strategy 
itself.31 35 36 However, scaling a de- implementation strategy 
from one organisation to another differs from the de- im-
plementation process in one particular setting. In de- im-
plementation, healthcare professionals identify LVC 
practices and target those they think are of importance. 
In scaling an effective strategy, the target is already fixed. 
Therefore, first, other individuals need to be convinced 
of the importance of targeting a particular LVC. In addi-
tion, they need to be convinced that the de- implemen-
tation strategy will also be effective in their organisation 
and that it is worth investing valuable time in doing so.18

The literature on the scaling of de- implementation 
strategies is very limited. One framework describes this 
process as the last phase in de- implementation, yet it 
remains unclear which factors influence the scaling of 
de- implementation strategies and how these factors can 
be targeted.17 However, there is substantial experience 
available in regard to scaling healthcare innovations. 
Therefore, we aim to use this knowledge to develop a 
determinant framework for the scaling of de- implemen-
tation strategies.37

METHOD
Study design
This study has a mixed- methods design. We performed 
an integrative review38 because this method allowed us 
to systematically extract determinants from the litera-
ture. We defined determinants as influencing factors for 
scaling, including both barriers and facilitators.37 First, we 
searched the literature for determinants of the scaling of 
de- implementation strategies. As these were not found, 
we also searched for the determinants of the scaling of 
healthcare innovations and interventions. We used the 
determinants of the scaling of healthcare innovations 
and interventions to build a literature- based framework. 
Subsequently, this framework was discussed in focus 
groups with de- implementation experts. The experts 
reviewed and adapted the framework for de- implemen-
tation strategies.

Literature-based framework
Literature search
We developed a search strategy for PubMed and EMBASE 
in collaboration with a medical information specialist 
(AT). The full strategy is described in online supple-
mental file 1. The search was conducted in PubMed 
and EMBASE for relevant literature published between 
January 1995 and December 2020.
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Data screening and extraction
After duplicate articles were removed, two authors (among 
RBK, DVK or DK) independently screened the titles and 
abstracts of the remaining articles for relevance. Articles 
on the scaling of innovations or interventions in health-
care in countries that are members of the Organisation 
for Economic Co- operation and Development (OECD) 
were included. We excluded conference abstracts, 
commentaries, articles describing quality improvement 
in a specific organisation, articles that were not available 
in English and articles that were published before 1995.

The full text of the remaining articles was screened 
for eligibility by one author (DVK or DK). After this 
screening, we noticed that determinants were rarely 
studied empirically. Therefore, we searched for determi-
nants in all parts of the included articles, including the 
introduction and discussion. Relevant text passages were 
selected for further analysis if they contained informa-
tion about factors or processes that influence scale- up. To 
reach a consensus about relevant passages, three authors 
(RBK, DVK and DK) independently highlighted the text 
passages that they considered relevant in the same five 
articles. Differences were discussed, and a consensus was 
reached among the authors. Subsequently, one author 
(DVK or DK) extracted the relevant fragments from the 
remaining included articles.

Data analysis
Qualitative analysis was performed in  ATLAS. ti. One 
author (DK) performed conceptual labelling inductively 
by coding the determinants of the scaling process. A code-
book was developed and continuously adapted during 
coding. Determinants were not coded if the definition 
was not clear or the association with the scaling process 
was not stated or demonstrated. All coded determinants 
were subsequently checked by another author (RBK or 
SAvD). In a group meeting, three authors (DK, RBK 
and SAvD) identified domains and subdomains, which 
were iteratively evaluated in two group meetings with 
all authors (DK, RBK, SAvD, PPTJ, GPW). None of the 
articles mentioned determinants of the scaling of de- im-
plementation strategies; consequently, the literature- 
based framework solely discussed the determinants of the 
scaling of innovations and interventions.

Focus groups
We aimed to convert our literature- based framework into 
a determinant framework for the scaling of de- implemen-
tation strategies. Therefore, we organised online focus 
groups with de- implementation experts who reviewed 
and complemented our framework. The completed 
Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research 
can be found in online supplemental file 2.

Participants and study procedure
Participants were purposively sampled based on their 
expertise in the de- implementation of LVC, their interest 
in the scaling of de- implementation strategies and their 

country of residence. Expertise was defined as having past 
experience in advisory capacities concerning the de- imple-
mentation of LVC or direct involvement in de- implemen-
tation projects. Eighteen participants were invited by email 
to take part in a digital focus group, of which 16 accepted 
the invitation. Two experts rejected the invitation, but 
both suggested another expert with a similar background 
who was willing to participate. In preparation for the focus 
group, the participants were asked to review the literature- 
based framework, answer questions about the relevance of 
the current determinants of de- implementation strategies 
and add any potentially missing determinants. The prepa-
ration documents can be found in online supplemental 
file 3. During the focus groups, the experts discussed the 
relevance of the identified domains and subdomains of 
de- implementation strategies and whether the literature- 
based framework lacked determinants of the scaling of 
de- implementation strategies. The topic guide can be 
found in online supplemental file 4. Data saturation was 
reached after four focus groups. The focus groups were 
conducted by DK and either RBK or SAvD.

Data analysis
The audio recordings were transcribed and analysed in  
Atlas. ti. The codebook constructed for the literature- 
based framework was used as the basis for the coding. 
The initial coding was performed by DK and checked 
by either RBK or SAvD. Differences were discussed in a 
consensus meeting with three authors (DK, RBK, SAvD), 
who also discussed the adaptation of the previously iden-
tified domains and subdomains. The new domains and 
subdomains were evaluated in group meetings with all 
authors (DK, RBK, SAvD, PPTJ, GPW) until a consensus 
was reached.

Patient and public involvement
There was no direct patient or public involvement in this 
study.

RESULTS
The literature search identified a total of 2903 articles. 
After duplicate removal, the titles and abstracts of 1898 
articles were screened. We selected 131 articles for full- 
text screening, of which 86 articles met our eligibility 
criteria. After a thorough screening of the full texts, text 
passages about scaling were found in 62 articles. Deter-
minants could be identified in the passages extracted 
from 42 of these articles. This process is outlined in a flow 
diagram in figure 1. None of the articles discussed deter-
minants of the scaling of de- implementation strategies. 
The determinants were categorised into four domains: 
scaling plan, external context, intervention and adopters. 
The literature- based framework is shown in online supple-
mental file 3.

Study characteristics
A description of the articles that discussed determi-
nants of the scaling of innovations is provided in online 
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supplemental file 5. Twenty- seven studies collected 
empirical data. These studies were conducted in the UK, 
the USA, Canada, Australia, Israel or the Netherlands. 
Furthermore, determinants were found in nine perspec-
tives and six literature reviews. The contribution of each 
article to the domains and subdomains is shown in table 1.

Focus groups
Seventeen experts participated in digital focus groups 
held in April and May 2021. The characteristics of the 
participants are shown in table 2. All experts agreed that 
the determinants in the literature- based framework were 
also relevant for the scaling of de- implementation strate-
gies. They provided nuances and examples of the deter-
minants and added new topics to the framework, such as 
patients’ perspectives, consequences of medical training 
and the importance of an alternative to the targeted LVC. 
Furthermore, they pointed out differences between inno-
vations and de- implementation strategies and their conse-
quences for scaling. The experts in the international focus 
group emphasised that while the determinants apply to 
various countries, the content and implications differ due 
to different contexts, cultures and histories. The results of 
the focus groups are summarised in online supplemental 
file 6.

Cluster of domains
The results of the focus groups were combined with the 
literature- based framework. This process resulted in the 
supporting the scaling of de- implementation strategies 
(SPREAD) framework. The determinants were classi-
fied into four domains: scaling plan, external context, 

de- implementation strategy and adopters. The four 
domains and their subdomains are shown in figure 2 and 
table 3. A detailed description is provided below.

Scaling plan
Coordination
The scaling of a de- implementation strategy requires a 
responsible team. While this team could consist of poli-
cymakers, health insurers and healthcare professionals, 
patients and patient organisations could also lead the 
scaling process. The scaling team preferably partners 
with stakeholders and potential adopters of the strategy. 
Stakeholders differ per strategy; they include members 
from multiple disciplines and can be regional or national 
organisations. Stakeholders are not only the targets of 
a de- implementation strategy but also the ones who are 
indirectly affected by such a strategy. For example, an 
audit and feedback strategy requires an organisation 
that provides data and a receiving healthcare profes-
sional. Other stakeholders are the ones who are affected 
if the strategy is effective at reducing LVC, for example, 
patients, health insurers and the government. Therefore, 
patients and patient organisations are often important 
stakeholders that are valuable for scaling. A partnership 
with stakeholders should include a shared responsibility 
to increase the level of commitment. Moreover, scaling 
is facilitated by partnerships with organisations that have 
either a large end- user reach or powerful, active members 
in the target setting. Partnerships ideally start in an early 
stage, for example, in the developmental stage of the 
strategy or when the strategy is prepared for scaling. In 
addition to organising partnerships, the scaling team 
should also provide support to adopters to make de- im-
plementation as simple as possible. The support can 
include implementation training, technology support 
with benchmark data and creating a learning community. 
Such communities can exchange experiences, knowledge 
and insights about the strategy and its implementation.

Raising awareness
Potential adopters, including healthcare professionals 
and patients, must be made aware of the de- implemen-
tation strategy. These adopters can be reached through 
media channels and networks. Media campaigns not 
only spread information quickly but also shorten the 
time between awareness and use. Social and professional 
networks can also be addressed to raise awareness. There-
fore, it is important to make use of the networks of the 
scaling team, the engaged stakeholders and the strategy 
enthusiasts (opinion leaders). Moreover, peer- to- peer 
learning is more effective than innovators’ own promo-
tion of their innovations. This underlines the importance 
of opinion leaders in organisations other than the place 
of origin. Opinion leaders are persons within an organ-
isation or field who have earned respect by having high 
levels of competence. They have a strong amount of influ-
ence on individual attitudes toward strategies, which can 
be used to promote the scaling of the de- implementation Figure 1 Flow diagram.
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strategy. In raising awareness, carefully framing of the 
de- implementation strategy is important since de- im-
plementation can easily be interpreted as a cost- saving 
measure.

Resources
Resources are crucial for the scaling of de- implementa-
tion strategies. Financial resources are needed to execute 
the scaling plan, and the scaling team should have skilled 
members. These members should have required knowl-
edge of the external context, including the relevant regu-
lations. With this knowledge, financial and organisational 
barriers and facilitators can be addressed more effectively. 
In addition to financial and human resources, sufficient 
time is needed since scaling occurs slowly.

External context
Incentives for use
Incentives for use are drivers of the use of de- implemen-
tation strategies, in addition to advantages of the strategy; 
they include a reduction of LVC and improved patient 
outcomes. They can act on all levels: individual, organi-
sational and national. Examples of incentives are finan-
cial consequences, employment opportunities, regulatory 
arrangements, clinical guidelines, accreditation and scien-
tific opportunities. Incentives for de- implementation are 
often lacking, while the provision of LVC is stimulated by, 
for example, current payment systems. De- implementa-
tion could therefore result in a financial disadvantage in 
some cases, which is a barrier to scaling. Therefore, incen-
tives to reduce the amount of LVC and incentives for the 
use of de- implementation strategies should be added, 
while incentives for the use of LVC should be removed. 
Whether politicians and policymakers create or remove 
incentives is influenced by multiple factors. For example, 
the economic and political climate can drive the strategic 
priorities of politicians and influence budget choices.

Demands and interest
Scaling is facilitated by a demand for the de- implemen-
tation strategy. A demand can start with an urge for less 
LVC from within society. This urge could stimulate organ-
isations to look for ways to reduce the amount of LVC 
and could result in a demand for an effective de- imple-
mentation strategy. However, there are often conflicting 
demands in the case of de- implementation; there may 
be a simultaneous demand to keep providing LVC. This 
demand can come from all stakeholders, including 
patients, healthcare professionals, healthcare organisa-
tions, and the technology and pharmaceutical industry. 
All these stakeholders have their own interests, which 
may influence the demand for the provision of LVC. 
Additionally, even the availability of LVC can be a source 
of demand. Demands and interests are influenced by 
the perceptions of stakeholders. For example, hospitals 
could be interested in presenting themselves as providers 
of high- quality care. The common perception of high- 
quality care is more and innovative care, which could be A
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perceived as contrary to reducing LVC. The perceptions 
of patients also influence their demands. For example, 
patients could feel like they have the right to receive care, 
even if it is of low value, because they pay insurance fees. 

Therefore, reducing LVC could be perceived as a loss to 
patients.

De-implementation strategies
Relative advantage
An effective de- implementation strategy leads to a reduc-
tion in the amount of LVC provided. The advantage of 
de- implementation strategies is therefore a reduction 
in the level of LVC, which indirectly improves patient 
outcomes. The relative advantage of the de- implementa-
tion strategy is the perceived advantage of the reduction 
of the targeted LVC compared with the current situation. 
De- implementation is facilitated if the targeted LVC is 
replaced with an alternative because healthcare profes-
sionals prefer to offer patients something more than 
a wait- and- see approach. Additionally, alternative care 
should be appealing and should not require more time 
and effort than the original plan for care. The advantages 
of de- implementation strategies can be further increased 

 

 

De-implementation strategy
Relative advantage 

Feasibility

Scaling plan
Coordination

Raising awareness
Resources 

External context
Incentives for use

Demand and interest

Adopters
Adaptability

Project management

Figure 2 Domains and subdomains.

Table 3 Domains, subdomains and determinants of the scaling of de- implementation strategies

Domain Subdomain Determinants

1. Scaling plan Coordination  ► Responsible team with commitment
 ► Support
 ► Partnerships

Raising awareness  ► Media campaigns
 ► Professional and social networks
 ► Opinion leaders

Resources  ► Financial resources
 ► Sufficient time
 ► Skilled team members

2. External context Incentives for use  ► Political climate
 ► Economic climate
 ► Regulatory arrangements
 ► Payment system
 ► Clinical guidelines

Demands and interest  ► Demands of stakeholders
 ► Interest of stakeholders
 ► Public support

3. De- implementation strategy Relative advantage  ► Gains
 ► Investments
 ► Risks
 ► Evidence

Feasibility  ► Compatibility
 ► Adaptability
 ► Observability
 ► Trialability
 ► Complexity

4. Adopters Adaptability of the 
adopters

 ► Adopters’ characteristics
 ► Attitude toward strategy
 ► Governance
 ► Available resources

Project management  ► Accountability
 ► Plan, monitor, evaluate, feedback and adapt
 ► Clinical champions
 ► Internal partnerships
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by limiting the risk of failing and decreasing the required 
investments to conduct the strategies, such as costs and 
workload. Furthermore, the gains of the strategy should 
be relevant to patients, adopters and adopting organ-
isations. Examples of relevant gains for patients are 
an improved quality of life, better clinical outcomes, 
decreased burdens and favourable social outcomes, 
such as reassurance. Additional outcomes for healthcare 
professionals and organisations are higher- quality perfor-
mance and reduced costs or increased profits. In the case 
of partnerships, it helps if these parties also benefit from 
the strategy. The effects of the strategy must be substanti-
ated by evidence about improved outcomes. Evidence is 
frequently challenged in the case of de- implementation, 
even when guidelines state that the targeted care is of 
low value. Therefore, it is important that there is strong 
supporting evidence.

Feasibility
The feasibility of a de- implementation strategy is deter-
mined by its compatibility, adaptability, observability, trial-
ability and complexity. The goal of the strategy should be 
compatible with the existing values, beliefs, past expe-
riences and needs of potential adopters. Moreover, the 
influencing factors of providing LVC differ between 
hospitals and settings. Therefore, the local assessment of 
barriers and facilitators is essential, and strategies should 
be adapted according to these findings to fit the local 
needs and conditions. Adaptability provides the opportu-
nity to modify the overall strategy to fit these local barriers 
and facilitators; therefore, it is also an important feature. 
Feasibility is also increased if the effects of the strategy 
are easy to observe and monitor because insights into the 
progression of the strategy motivate adopters to continue, 
and unforeseen effects can be identified and acted upon. 
Trialability, that is, the ability to test a strategy on a small 
scale, lowers the initial investment and allows adaptors to 
experiment with the strategy. Finally, the implementation 
of the strategy should be simple. A complex strategy can 
be simplified by implementing it in a stepwise manner.

Adopter or adopting organisation
Adaptability
Adaptability is defined as an adopter’s or adopting organ-
isation’s capacity to change. It depends on the gover-
nance regarding change, the available resources and the 
adaptors’ openness to change. The organisation’s gover-
nance could stimulate de- implementation through rapid 
decision- making and flexibility. Furthermore, de- imple-
mentation requires sufficient financial, technical and 
human resources from the adopting organisations and 
the time of individual adopters. Openness to change 
includes the perceived need for change, and it is asso-
ciated with several adopter characteristics. Influencing 
characteristics are, for example, the adopter’s age and 
attitude toward the de- implementation strategy, including 
his or her trust, confidence, optimism, commitment and 
support regarding the proposed change. Moreover, the 

ease of de- implementation depends on past experiences 
with a particular LVC and how it was promoted during 
medical training. The belief of the advantage of a partic-
ular procedure will be greater if the professional was 
trained by someone who was confident about its advan-
tage. Consequently, the de- implementation of that proce-
dure will be more difficult. On the organisational level, 
openness to change depends on the relative balance of 
the opponents and supporters of the change. This can 
be influenced by engagement strategies within the organ-
isation. Collaborations between stakeholders at various 
levels within an organisation can help gain broad support 
for a de- implementation strategy.

Project management
Strategies must be embedded into organisations. This 
requires an accountable team composed of team members 
who have the authority to de- implement within their 
organisation. De- implementation is facilitated by a plan 
and strong team leadership. Similar to the scaling plan, 
partnering with local end- users in early stages helps make 
strategies compatible with the current way of working. In 
addition to healthcare professionals, patients are often 
also end- users of de- implementation strategies. Involving 
patients is crucial to overcome their resistance to de- im-
plementation. Furthermore, clinical champions who are 
enthusiasts of the strategy and are willing to promote and 
support it within their organisations should be selected. 
After implementation, continuous monitoring, evalua-
tion and adaptation of the de- implementation strategy 
are recommended. Monitoring the impact and frequent 
evaluations of the strategy can both increase and sustain 
its gains. Providing feedback to users motivates the use of 
the strategy and sustains a positive perception.

DISCUSSION
The SPREAD framework provides an overview of determi-
nants that could be targeted to facilitate the scaling of a 
de- implementation strategy. These determinants are clas-
sified into four domains: scaling plan, external context, 
de- implementation strategy and adopters. First, scaling 
plans need to be coordinated by a team. This team should 
organise partnerships, support adopters, raise awareness 
among potential adopters and gather resources. The 
external context preferably includes incentives for the 
use of a de- implementation strategy, whereas incentives 
for providing LVC should be removed. The use of de- im-
plementation strategies is also stimulated by the demand 
for and interest in de- implementation or a specific 
strategy. Furthermore, the use of a de- implementation 
strategy ideally leads to advantages over the current situ-
ation, and its implementation should be feasible. Last, 
whether adopters adopt a de- implementation strategy 
also depends on their adaptability and local project 
management. Experts have emphasised that while the 
determinants are country independent, they have impli-
cations that vary with context, culture and history.
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Comparison with literature
Recently, an article was published about a scale- up 
programme that aimed to reduce the prescription of 
potentially inappropriate medication at the emergency 
department.39 No new determinants were described; the 
authors confirmed with focus groups the importance of 
the creation of a learning community, the need for buy- in 
from stakeholders, the use of data, continuous moni-
toring and providing feedback, and the adaptability of 
the strategy components, such as site- specific education.

Our literature search returned only one article that 
explicitly discussed the role of patients in the scaling of 
innovations.40 Barber et al described the importance of 
patients’ support and the roles patients played during 
the scaling of a medical passport. Their findings were 
in accordance with the view of the de- implementation 
experts provided in the current study. They emphasised 
that patients are important stakeholders in LVC and 
that their support is crucial. By involving patients in the 
scale- up, support can be gained, and possible resistance 
can be overcome. The literature underlines this reasoning 
as well. For example, Augustsson et al identified patient 
determinants of the de- implementation of LVC, and the 
majority of these determinants acted as barriers.41 To 
overcome these barriers, Born et al suggested partnering 
with patients and patient organisation, which could build 
trust among patients and improve de- implementation 
strategies.42 We emphasise that in addition to being part-
ners, patients and patient organisations can also lead the 
scaling of a de- implementation strategy. Examples from 
several countries show that patient organisations can 
contribute to a reduction in the amount of LVC through 
the scaling of knowledge and tools that aim to increase 
shared decision- making.43

All determinants of the scaling of innovations also apply 
to de- implementation strategies, according to the experts; 
we expected this shared application due to the resem-
blance between innovations and de- implementation strat-
egies. The experts added several topics and determinants 
of de- implementation strategies to the framework, such 
as medical training, the presence of clear clinical guide-
lines, and patients’ perspectives and roles. These factors 
are likely to also influence the scaling of innovations, 
despite not being described as determinants in our liter-
ature selection. We hypothesise that the main difference 
for scaling lies in the implications and importance of the 
determinants rather than the determinants themselves. 
For example, we identified ‘compatibility with the values 
and beliefs of adopters’ as a determinant of both inno-
vations and de- implementation strategies. Some innova-
tions are additional treatment options that naturally meet 
the values of healthcare professionals because they are 
trained to do something for their patients.23 44 45 De- im-
plementation strategies often aim at ‘not doing’, which 
could seem to undermine professional integrity.46 This 
implies that de- implementation requires more attention 
and a different approach to meet the values and beliefs of 
healthcare professionals.

To our knowledge, this is the first determinant frame-
work for the scaling of de- implementation strategies. 
Previous frameworks and reviews have focused on either 
the de- implementation process or the scaling of innova-
tions or interventions.34 36 Our framework distinguishes 
itself from both types. Compared with determinant 
models on de- implementation, this framework adds 
topics such as a scaling plan and a coordination team 
responsible for the scaling and raising awareness among 
potential adopters.31 34 41 47 Compared with the litera-
ture on the scaling of innovations, for example, Rogers’ 
diffusion of innovations theory and the Consolidated 
Framework for Implementation Research, we have added 
several topics and nuanced the implications of the shared 
subdomains and determinants.18 21 For example, incen-
tives could be created to support the use of an innovation, 
such as a payment system that covers its costs.48 Incen-
tives are also facilitators for scaling de- implementation 
strategies. This framework adds the recommendation to 
also remove incentives for the use of LVC to support the 
scaling of de- implementation strategies. In addition, the 
potential conflicts in demands are addressed in this study. 
The scaling of innovations is facilitated by the demand 
for the innovation. In the case of scaling de- implementa-
tion strategies, a demand for an effective strategy also acts 
as a facilitator; however, there are also demands to keep 
providing LVC, for example, from the pharmaceutical 
industry. This complicates the scaling of de- implementa-
tion strategies.

Strengths and limitations
The methodology we applied to develop this determi-
nant framework has several strengths. This framework 
is a result of a systematic analysis of recent literature, as 
well as a critical review of de- implementation experts. 
The participating experts all have experience with the 
de- implementation of LVC and have a wide range of 
backgrounds and professions. Moreover, we included 
experts from multiple countries. There are, however, 
also limitations to consider. First, the Dutch experts were 
sampled from within our network because there are only 
a few people in the Netherlands who meet our criteria 
for de- implementation expertise. However, this is unlikely 
to have influenced the discussion between the experts 
because no sensitive topics were discussed. Furthermore, 
we included participants with a variety of backgrounds; 
however, for some professions, for example, hospital 
chief executive officers, we included only one person. 
However, some participants were collaborating closely 
with hospital boards and could therefore also reflect 
on institutional factors. In addition, there was an over- 
representation of experts from the Netherlands. Never-
theless, this framework is internationally relevant because 
the literature- based framework is based on international 
literature and all international experts agreed on the 
described determinants. The experts pointed out that 
the main difference between countries lies in the impli-
cations of the determinants rather than the determinants 
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themselves. Finally, the identified determinants were only 
reviewed and confirmed by de- implementation experts. 
Future empirical studies should validate the determinants 
of the scaling of de- implementation strategies.

CONCLUSION
The SPREAD framework describes the determinants 
of the scaling of de- implementation strategies. The 
determinants are classified into four domains: scaling 
plan, external context, de- implementation strategy and 
adopters. All the identified determinants relevant to 
scaling healthcare interventions are also relevant to the 
scaling of de- implementation strategies. The determi-
nants present opportunities for a variety of parties to 
move toward the successful scaling of de- implementation 
strategies. Future research should validate these determi-
nants of the scaling of de- implementation strategies.

Twitter Rudolf B Kool @tijnkool
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